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Senate funds extended Memorial Union hours

By Megan Hoffman
The Dakota Student

UND student senate passed
three separate bills at its Nov.
16 meeting, doling out a total of
$38,500.
The largest sum of money
will be funding to keep the Memorial Union open 24 hours a
day, Sunday through Thursday
next semester. A total of $27,000
will be spent on the one-time
project — $15,000 for staffing
and $12,000 to install an electronic door access system.
“As of right now, the Union
has a great structure to host this,”
Student Body President Tanner
Franklin said. “It has the food,
parking and security.”
Franklin said he is working
with dining services to possibly
keep the convenience store open
all night, working with CILT to
get the computer labs open later and with parking services to
make the parking ramp accessible
all night.
He is also working with University Police Chief Eric Plummer on getting the electronic
door access system installed on
the front door of the Union.
“This is something Brett and
I campaigned on, and we don’t
want it to get lost,” Franklin said.
“There is a desire for the space
on campus. The opportunity has
finally come, and people are will-

Ryan Brown (left) and Matthew Kopp at the last senate meeting. Photo by Nicholas Nelson/The Dakota Student.

ing to make this change, so let’s do
it as soon as possible.”
There is also a plan for UPD
to move into the space the UND
Ticket Office currently holds on
the bottom floor in the Union to
increase its presence on campus.

Green Scene
A program to increase school

spirit on campus also was passed at
the meeting, with $5,000 granted
to get it up and running.
The Green Scene Program is
modeled after similar programs
at NDSU and Texas A&M. At
NDSU, Bison Fight Friday awards
prizes to students walking through
the Union on Fridays who are

Task force holds virtual meeting
By Jamie Hutchinson
The Dakota Student

Although coupled with minor
technical difficulties, the virtual town
hall meetings went underway Monday
night with Nickname and Logo Task
Force members in Gamble Hall leading the meeting for all locations.
Student Body President Tanner
Franklin and UND alumnus Karl
Goehring led the discussion, which
was linked through the Web by video
camera to meetings in Minot, Wil-

liston, Fargo and Bismarck. People
joined online through Adobe Connect
from such diverse areas as Boulder,
Colo., Vancouver, Wash., and Columbus, Ohio.
The purpose of the meetings were
to gather input on which stakeholder
groups should have a say in choosing
a nickname and logo and what kind of
timeline should be followed in choosing them. Participants wrote down
their answers, shared them in small
groups and then shared their answers
with the rest of the cities.
While the conversation was supposed to focus more on stakeholder

groups and timelines, many participants took the opportunity to give
their opinion on the nickname itself.
“I think that as a student here at
UND, every student I’ve talked to here
is very biased toward keeping the name
... I think it represents us well,” Nick
Stevens said.
Andrew Klamm, a 2012 graduate
of UND, said, “I think it’s up to the
people, and they should have a vote.”
He also felt that “the Sioux tribe
should be involved as stakeholders.”
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A TV monitor displays the virtual town hall meeting held by the nickname task force.
Photo by Jennifer Friese/The Dakota Student.

wearing school colors.
“This will increase school unity
and give greater school pride,” author Sen. Chase Johnson said.
The program will be run by a
seven-person committee chosen by
the executive members of Student
Government. The program hopes
to be up and running by the spring

semester.
“I am grateful this was made,”
Sen. John Mitzel said. “We don’t
have pride in our athletic teams the
way other universities have. Our
football team is not doing too bad
this year, better, and students still
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Career services addresses
workforce shortage
By Megan Hoffman
The Dakota Student

As employers begin to look at
internships on college graduates’
resumes more than in past years,
UND’s Career Services works to help
students be prepared to get those jobs.
Career Services helps UND students in every aspect of the job hunt
— whether they want a part-time job,
an internship or co-op, help to write a
resume or cover letter or help preparing for an internship.
“We’re really coaches,” Career
Services Director Ilene Odegard said.
“We’re not for a specific service. We
assist in career development. What’s
your second or third job going to be
like? That's the journey.”
The office works with about 150
businesses currently to help students
get the opportunities they will need
for their future. Odegard said about
95 percent of the employers are UND
graduates who are eager to hire more
UND graduates. Career Services
also works directly with departments
across campus to get the word out to
all students.
“We have five to six (job) postings
a day that we need to post,” Odegard

said. “We work with the faculty advisor or internship coordinator and
share information with them. We
feed the specific opportunities out
to the departments so they get out to
students who might be interested.”
Career Services is also getting the
word out through its website. Career
Connect is a portal on the website
where students can fill out a profile
and pick the jobs they are interested
in. Employers will be able to see the
students' profile and contact them
about job opportunities.
“We’re working really hard on
making the portal more intuitive and
not hard to navigate,” Odegard said.
“When we do classroom presentations we walk students through creating a profile. We’re working on creating a link to every entity on campus
that could have the link two clicks
away or one click away. The technology has to be fast.”
Odegard also works on a subcommittee for the city of Grand Forks
and is helping to get the word out
about internships at the city level. The
committee is comprised of employers
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students still don’t go. This is a
step in the right direction.”
Mitzel’s sentiments were
echoed by others.
“This is the start to something bigger,” Franklin said.
“Look around the room we’re
in. There’s blue carpet, blue
walls, hardly any UND icons.
There’s a huge lack of school
colors. This would be the initial
program to try to change that.”
Sen. RJ Morin expressed
concerns with all the changes
the university is going through
with trying to pick a new nickname and logo and if the previous nickname and logo would
be considered school colors.

TedX Grand Forks
Senate was approached for
the second year in a row about
funding for the TedX Grand
Forks event taking place on Feb.
21, 2015. Last year, senate gave
$5,000 for the event and this
year the initial bill proposed
a $10,000 allocation for the
event. With the higher funding,
125 students would be able to
get tickets at a discounted price,
senate would get 10 free tickets
and organizers would be able to
guarantee a live stream for the
event. Last year, the live stream
almost did not happen because
of the high cost to put it on.
“This is a great event to
include the university in the
community,” Sen. Derek LaBrie said. “It’s really a benefit to
students.”

Mitzel disagreed on the
amount of money he said believed senate should contribute.
“I have a lot of trouble with
the $10,000 level,” Mitzel said.
“I don’t see a $10,000 return
for students. It’s an enormous
amount of money for the number of students who will be able
to participate.”
Mitzel proposed an amendment to drop it down to $5,000,
which would not guarantee the
live stream for the event.
“The live stream will be
absolutely critical,” Sen. Alex
Johnson said.
Senate then agreed to fund
the event at the $5,000 level,
with the addition of $1,500 in
order to guarantee that the live
stream would happen. That level would give 75 students tickets at the reduced price of $25.
Senate also discussed organizing watch parties on the day
of the event.

Megan Hoffman is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
megan.hoffman@my.und.edu
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He also felt that “the Sioux
tribe should be involved as stakeholders.”
Members of the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe were present in Bismarck.
“We need to move on from
where we’re at right now,” Cedric
Good House, of Ft. Yates, N.D.,
said. “I agree that there is no name
other than Fighting Sioux, so maybe we should just be North Dakota.”
One example of a stakeholder
group is marketing experts.
“To look at this as a marketing
decision and a merchandise decision is wrong in my mind,” UND
graduate Bob Christenson said in
Bismarck. “First decide if it’s appropriate to have any other nickname
and logo.”
When the conversation wasn’t
concerned with stakeholders and
nicknames, it focused on the timeline and voting processes. Some
thought that a large pool of nicknames should be created, voted on
and then reduced to around five
names with a final vote to follow.
“The decision needs to be
more than just a simple majority,”

said Gary Sukut, UND alumnus
and member of the North Dakota
House of Representatives in Williston. “It needs to be an overwhelming majority. Fifty-one percent still
leaves out half the people.”
While many had strong opinions but were open minded toward
change, some weren’t ready to move
on.
“If we continue to be intimidated by the NCAA, they’re going
to leave us in the gutter,” said Kevin
Riley, a UND graduate who now
resides in Fargo. “I think President
Kelley got us into this mess by continually cowering to the NCAA.”
Comments written on notecards were collected by task force
members in each site at the end
of the meeting and will be used in
forming an opinion on the process
that the task force will present to
President Robert Kelley in December. Comments made online will be
used as well.
For people who were unable to
attend a meeting, there is still a survey offered on UND’s website asking the same questions presented at
the meetings and more. It is open to
the public and will close at 5 p.m.
on Nov. 30. Some sort of online
comment box may appear as well.
Jamie Hutchinson is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
jamie.hutchinson.2@my.und.edu
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FROM PAGE
all around Grand Forks.
“We are trying to address the
needs of the workforce shortage,”
Odegard said. “We had a survey
of Grand Forks chamber members
and they said there is great value in
hiring interns. There are currently
four or five or six new ones in the
works.”
Internships in the college years
allow students to experience the job
they believe they want and what
that job will entail.
“There is learning attached to
the position,” Odegard said. “It
feeds into the knowledge of the career you are in. Internships are not
about copying paper or getting coffee. They have a purpose and are
project-based where you can get
questions answered.”
Odegard and the staff at Career Service put on several events
throughout the year to get students
interested.
“We want to get younger students thinking about internships,”
Odegard said. “It’s not scary, and we
will walk you through it.”
Megan Hoffman is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
megan.hoffman@my.und.edu
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COMMENTARY DSVIEW
Slip sliding
By Will Beaton

Photo via Huffington Post.

A President’s accomplishments
Obama’s presidency so far

Collin
Mummery
The Dakota
Student
The time has finally come for me
to climb atop my soapbox and dispute a strong political view. The media, politicians and the general public
claim the recent Republican midterm
victories are due to a failing President
and failed Democratic Party. But
these claims simply hold no weight.
President Barack Obama has accomplished a lot as President, and I
strongly believe that America, and
the world, is a better place because of
him.
Let me be clear, I initially thought
Obama’s election platform to be utopian with promises of drastic changes.
I thought he garnered a strong vote
based on deliberate social mobilization. But now I view his accomplishments with support and awe because
he faced many challenging issues
while taking office. It is absolutely
clear that Obama has achieved his
iconic “change.”
The issue of health care reform
dates back to the early 1990s. This
was Obama’s mainline policy agenda
when he took office. Due to the large
scope of this type of change, I truly
doubted it would ever pass. But it has,
and it’s proving to be a great success.
I contend that such a large social reform hasn’t been accomplished since
The Great Society in the 1960s.
Those on the right claimed that
Obamacare would cripple the nation
with bankruptcy, stall the economy
and simply never work. But these
claims have been proven wrong.
Based on predictions from the
Congressional Budget Office, current premiums under the program are
coming in below original predictions.
Initially, the rollout was plagued with
software issues, but those have since
been fixed and the exchanges now run
smoothly.
Most importantly though, millions of Americans now have health-

care insurance. Americans now have
comfort knowing they have flexible
health care coverage that isn’t limited
by pre-existing conditions, changes in
jobs or exorbitant costs. American society is certainly better off because of
health care reform.
Now I move on to the economy,
which I think is the most overlooked
aspect of Obama’s successes. First
things first, the recovery is by no
means over, and it certainly wasn’t carried out with enough stimulation, but
it has certainly worked nonetheless.
During the peak of the Great Recession, unemployment was above 10
percent and real income fell 5.5 percent. Essentially, we were on the cusp
of a depression. But through his leadership, the economy has recovered
and unemployment is now below 6
percent.
If you contrast this with Europe,
which faced similar conditions in

Those on the right
claimed that Obamacare
would cripple the nation
with bankruptcy, stall the
economy and simply never
work. But these claims
have been proven wrong.
Collin Mummery
staff writer

2008, we have certainly fared quite
well. Europe, a much more liberal
orientated complex mind you, still
has unemployment numbers in the
double digits, and faces imminent
economic recession.
The economic recovery has been
slow, and by no means ideal — stimulus should have been larger and lasted
longer — but it has made America a
better place. Obama has helped the
economy grow, and the success is tangible, so any prerogative that he has
failed is simply erroneous.
Obama has established strong
concerns regarding the state of the

environment and he has utilized executive order to at least begin the
much-needed action against climate
change. He helped to establish the
first-ever fuel efficiency standards for
motor vehicles, which will drastically
reduce carbon emissions in the long
run. Similarly, he has worked with the
EPA to establish regulations for green
house gas emissions from coal burning power plants.
Just last week, Obama unveiled a
momentous agreement with China to
reduce carbon emissions. Under the
agreement, both countries will reduce
carbon emissions by up to 28 percent
by 2030. Obama has achieved success with environmental protection
through deliberate action and admirable leadership. Regardless of political affiliation one must realize that
climate change is real, it’s a threat to
society long term, and it must be dealt
with. Obama has set a precedent, and
it is clear that the world and the precious environment will be protected.
Obama also has made significant
social change with gay rights and established an imperative attention toward women’s rights. He has helped
bring attention to the much-needed
increase in wages, which saw success
in the midterms with several states
raising the minimum wage.
Obama certainly hasn’t achieved
the utopian ideals he pledged in 2008,
but he has made significant change
that has made the U.S. and the world
a better place. Yes, he has terrible approval ratings, and yes the Democrats
were voted out of office in throngs.
Keep in mind that approval ratings
are at an all time low for both parties,
and we live in a climate with a general
negative animosity towards politics in
general.
I have yet to hear a logical argument describing why there is so
much antagonism toward Obama
and his administration. I recognize
his achievements and so should you.
I believe Obama will leave a legacy of
greatness; the proof lies with the facts.
Collin Mummery is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
Collin Mummery@my.und.edu

My 1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee is named Sharon —
though it’s a boy car, if you’re wondering.
Sharon and I just drove up to UND from Minneapolis
the other week in the midst of the first big snowstorm of the
Twin Cities area this year, and we learned a lot about the unconscious “doublethink” attitude most drivers have toward
driving.
I think there’s something not everyone understands about
driving here in the winter: Just because the I-29 speed limit
remains 75 mph when it’s covered in snow, it doesn’t always
mean you should actually drive that fast.
The only rule that makes sense to follow is this: Drive as
fast as you can safely manage.
For me and the other sane drivers on the highway home
from the city, that (unfortunately) meant driving 30 mph for
an hour and a half until the roads cleared.
It’s just nuts that people can simultaneously believe that
preserving their life is of utmost importance while also being
cool with driving way faster than their car can possibly handle
on slabs of concrete covered in ice and other hunks of metal
skidding over it at upwards of 80 mph.
That’s fine on a nice day, but the days of nice days are over
till April.
The interesting thing about Sharon is that he’s been recalled by the factory due to a nasty habit his model has of
catching fire and exploding if rear-ended by a small enough
car (It’s for this reason Sharon has a “valar morghulis” bumper
sticker on his back).
Imagine how much trust I have to put in other drivers
to not bump into my back end. Of all safety maneuvers they
teach you in drivers education, there’s not a single tip on how
to prevent someone from slipping on the ice and crashing into
your back bumper.
But if it happens to me, I’m going up in flames. I joke
about it with my friends, but the truth is if just one distracted,
impatient or otherwise crappy driver doesn’t see me slow down
to let somebody cross University Avenue, the skin will melt off
my face before I can turn around and call him an idiot.
Though that might be an extreme-sounding example, it
only takes the same amount of misattention or bad luck on
a slick spot of road to send someone through a stop sign and
into the morgue.
But for some reason, we choose to forget that driving is
the most dangerous thing we do each day — though the same
people who drive 85 mph through a foot of snow on I-29 are
often the same people who say no to cigarettes, buy fat-free
milk and take every kind of vitamin, supplement, and “goodfor-you” thing our society prescribes.
Whether you think about it or not, you’re trusting everyone on the road with your life. If that unsettles you, get over it
or lock yourself in your apartment, because there’s no getting
away from it.
In the meantime, why don’t we start giving everyone a
little more reason to trust each other? This starts with slowing
down and chilling out. I know it’s cold, and your heater, like
Sharon’s, may only work about a sixth of the time. But there
are ways to enjoy those long winter drives to work — being
thankful your skin is still attached to your face is a pretty good
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Black Friday working conditions are dangerous
Kjerstine
Trooien
The Dakota
Student
Last year, I spent Thanksgiving by myself. My roommate was
working, and I didn’t want her
to be alone on the holiday weekend, so I stayed in Grand Forks
and kept her company when she
wasn’t working.
This year, I’ll be working. I
live by myself now (she graduated and has a big girl job in another city), so it will just be me
and my cats.
Although I’m sad I won’t
get to be with family or friends
on the holiday, I’m not angry.
It’s easy to expect me to be —
Thanksgiving is a national holiday, after all. I should be with
family. I should not be forced to
work.
But using these excuses feel
no better than whining. I knew
when I took a job at a hotel that
holidays would become irrelevant. Hotels don’t get to close
their doors for anything — winter storms or winter festivities.
I understand how lucky I am
to be able to choose the job I
work at. Many people don’t have
that choice, they take what they
can get. It makes sense that people get angry that Thanksgiving
is not an automatic day off.

A man fights with Target employees on Black Friday. Photo via Huffington Post

It’s hard getting everyone
together at the same time in the
same place. Thanksgiving is an
easy target for family reunions
since everyone expects to get the
day off. But what happens when
people have to work? We miss
out on family. We miss out on
friends. And yes, that is really,
very sad.
But I don’t understand the
anger behind Thanksgiving being a work day. I’d understand
if people were being forced to
work on a religious day that required rest. I’d understand if the
anger were directed at a society
who expects to be able to shoptil-they-drop the day after giving

thanks. But mostly, the argument comes across as whining
— I didn’t get the day off that
I wanted.
Why aren’t we focusing on
what really matters? The working conditions that occur around
Thanksgiving are deplorable.
My hotel job is already pretty
cushy — what happens in retail
stores on Black Friday makes
my job look like napping on
the sofa. After all, I don’t risk
my life opening the hotel doors
on Black Friday. I don’t have to
worry about two grown adults
getting into a fist fight over a
half price toaster oven. I don’t
need to worry about a customer

yelling at me and accusing my
mother of many vulgar acts because the flash sale deal expired
twenty minutes ago.
But instead of this, we hear
about how we should be keeping
stores closed on Thanksgiving.
During the time we could be
making a difference, we are complaining about something small.
The Black Friday horror stories don’t start circulating until
after the fact. It’s almost part
of the commercialized appeal:
“How many crowds will crush
people to death this year? Be sure
to join the office betting pool!”
We hear about the horrors after
they happen, when we can safely

Mandatory dorms, mandatory hassle
Maggie
Upton

The Dakota
Student
There is a new policy on campus on the cold winter wind —
it’s just as bone-chilling as the
icy weather that has arrived with
this new campus announcement:
UND has just made the decision
to make it a requirement that
freshmen students live in the
dorms.
This idea is terrible.
Any freshman student without exemption entirety of their
freshman year.
For my freshman year, I went
to Tulane University in New Orleans, and they too had this policy. It was not as pleasant or as
convenient as it sounds.
At Tulane, the policy‘s main
objective was to ensure students
made it to class in a timely manner because there was limited
public transportation in the city
of New Orleans and few places for
students to live off campus.
Incoming freshman at Tulane
were instructed to create a profile
about themselves on a schoolhosted website. Along with a profile, you would upload pictures
and students could search for other students with similar interests
or majors. It was a terrific idea to
help calm the distress of mandatory freshman dormitory living,
but you still had the anxiety of

Students make their way into West Hall. Photo Chester Beltowski/The Dakota Student

living with a stranger to deal with.
Here at UND, there are easily
more than a dozen new apartment
complexes going up in Grand
Forks, and it is easy to get around
in Grand Forks — why make the
freshmen pay to live on campus if
they don’t want to?
UND claims this policy will
enhance the college freshman
experience and help students become more involved with organizations at UND. I think students
will participate in those activities
if they want to and living in the
dorm will not make a difference.
Forcing students to live in the
dorms is not the way to entice
them into UND involvement,
pride and a sense of belonging.
Most of us are well aware of
the new apartment complex that
is rising up out of the frosted
ground across the railroad tracks.
It boldly announces the purpose
of its daring construction loca-

tion: “Affordable student housing.”
Frankly, I think UND may be
grasping at straws to get some extra inflow of cash to their dorms.
The ARH, or Association of Residence Halls, “has been very supportive” in the creation and following implementation of this
new policy.
Of course the association is.
This policy will bring thousands
of extra dollars its way instead of
dispersing it into apartment complexes across Grand Forks.
When a student is forced
to live with someone they don’t
know (against their will), there is
bound to be problems with things
such as personalities, living styles
and priorities. What happens if a
student gets roomed with a peer
who wants to come back totally
wasted at 3 a.m. half the nights in
a week and they are trying to get
sleep for upcoming exams? For

various reasons, some students
work best in their own private
space and are not able to handle
living with a total stranger for a
semester or two.
Fall 2015 will be interesting
to see how the incoming freshmen adjust to this new policy.
When it comes time for freshman
enrollment and dorm assignment,
I am assuming the Housing Department will be sifting through
exemption paperwork for days
on end. Will UND at least give
freshmen the choice of choosing
their roommates through an online match site, or if they already
know a fellow incoming freshman, room with that person? If
not, the RAs should probably
get ready for battle in the dorm
rooms.
Maggie Upton is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
margaret.upton@my.und.edu
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do nothing while balancing our
checkbooks and marveling at
our savings from Black Friday.
Why aren’t we talking about
this now? It’s perfectly fine for
me to get worked up over working on Thanksgiving, but not
over the safety of Black Friday.
Am I the only one who sees the
irony in this? The fact I’m working on Thanksgiving makes me
more thankful — I have a job
and a paycheck. I have a family
who wishes I were with themBlack Friday is the exact opposite of Thanksgiving. It is a
celebration of not only capital,
but of the glory of battle...ahem,
sorry, I mean shopping.
I have no problem with the
concept of Black Friday — I’m
happy to take advantage of a
good deal. I have a problem with
the execution. It overshadows
what we have to be thankful for
both in deals and horror stories.
Yes, now is the time to be
thankful, but now is also the
time when we can figure out how
to change what needs changing.
We can’t erase past Black Friday
catastrophes, but why aren’t we
trying harder to prevent the ones
that are certain to keep happening again as long as we keep the
same attitudes alive?

Kjerstine Trooien is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
kjerstine.trooien@my.und.edu
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Dinner etiquette helps get jobs Tours
By Amanda Hefner
The Dakota Student

Every college student hopes to
acquire a job after graduation, but
students may be unaware of how
important the interview process is
for getting a job after college.
Manners Matter - Networking
& Business Dining was an event
held Monday at the Gorecki Alumni Center. It provided a chance for
students to network with local
employers and learn about professional etiquette necessary during
business dining.
“Many students believe they
don’t need to think about their future until senior year, but that’s not
true,” Director of Career Services
Ilene Odegard said.“The most successful students I work with plan
their college path so that it feeds
into their career path every step of
the way.”
The Etiquette and Networking
dinner offered students a chance to
practice and learn about important
networking and etiquette skills
during a formal interview. While
pursuing a job, manners are an important thing to remember, as they
are an expression of oneself. It’s important for students to know how
to conduct themselves professionally while out corporate dining,
during an interview.
“Whether it’s lunch or just coffee and a donut, 80 percent of all
second interviews involve food of
some sort.” Odegard said.
At the dining event, an open

social discussion took place 30
minutes before the dinner to provide a chance for students to network with local employers and
other guests in attendance.
Guests at the event included
Marilyn Hagerty of the Grand
Forks Herald, Juan Pedraza of the
UND Business and Marketing department, Target and Eide Bailly
LLP accounting firm in Fargo.
Students also had an opportunity to win raffle prizes, which included a $50 gift card from Target,
a new backpack from Eide Bailly
and a gift basket from Career Services.
Following the social, students
sat down to partake in a threecourse dinner including soup and
salad, entrée and dessert.
Traci Kovar, Director of Happiness from Verizon BeMobile, was
the presenter of the event and gave
a detailed presentation on the ins
and outs of professional etiquette
of business dining during the dinner.
The presentation discussed
proper dress attire for business dining, appropriate table etiquette and
how to conduct behavior at the
table.
The slideshow featured comprehensive information from the
book “Pardon Me, Your Manners
Are Showing” written by Bruce
Gjovig.
During dinner, Kovar walked
around demonstrating and explaining helpful tips to students
about how to appear professional

continue
into winter

By Katie Haines
The Dakota Student

Photo via ownthedollar.com

during a business dinner.
The dinner was a great opportunity for students to practice and
learn about professional skills and
chat with local employers sitting at
their table.
Students interested in this
event will still have a chance to attend the informational dinner, as
there will be another Etiquette and
Networking dinner offered in the
spring semester.

“I heartily recommend the Etiquette and Networking Dinner for
all students, no matter where they
are in their college career,” Odegard said. “They’ll learn that networking and good manners are still
a vital part of career development
and future success.”
Amanda Hefner is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
amanda.hefner@my.und.edu

Hip Hop Crew puts on second show
By Brendan McCabe
The Dakota Student

For most students, hip hop is
just another music genre that is
easily skipped while searching for a
good station on the radio. But for a
select few, it is a way of life.
UND’s Hip Hop Crew offers
a unique experience for anyone interested in learning more about the
fast-paced world of hip hop dancing.
Founded less than a year ago,
the Hip Hop Club is one of UND’s
newest organizations.
“I’ve always been into dancing,
and there wasn’t much of it here at
UND,” Hip Hop Club Vice President Newzaira Khan said. “So two
friends and I started the club last
year, and it became official this year.”
The club meets several times a
month in the Wellness Center, and
is open to people of all dancing abilities.
“Our club is a little different
than most,” Khan said. “We have
a social meeting each month, and
then dance practices twice a week.
The social meetings are just for organizing what we’re going to do, and
practices are basically just learning
new dances.”
The group is always open to
new songs and dances to a wide vari-

Photo via the UND Hip Hop Crew’s Facebook page.

ety of hip hop beats.
“The club has so many different
members, so we like to have input
on song choices from lots of people,” Khan said.
Starting Out
“It started back in 2012, when it
officially got named the UND Hip
Hop Crew,” choreographer Eller
Bonifacio said.
The crew is completely free to

join.
For questions about the club,
Bonifacio can be contacted through
UND Hip Hop Crew’s Facebook
page.
“The club is available for anyone to join, but the crew requires
you to actually dance,” Kahn said.
“You also have to go to mandatory
practices.”
Practices are what prepares the

group for all the events they perform
at.
“When we start learning choreography, it’s not very difficult,”
Kahn said. “As it goes on, it gets a
lot more intense. But it’s a fun kind
of intense.”
The UND Hip Hop Crew has
already given several performances
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Throughout the year, tour
guides can be seen walking through
campus, guiding prospective students and their families.
Whether it’s raining, snowing or shining, the tours continue
year-round in hopes that perspective students will become UND
graduates.
“Guides can customize their
tours, but there are certain things
that we always show,” Shole said.
“We make sure they see the residence halls, but we also go through
the Chester Fritz (Library), Memorial Union, Education Building,
Gamble (Hall) and then eat lunch
at Squires. We have also started going to the Wellness Center and the
bookstore on Saturdays.”
While the majority of tours
take place in the summer and
spring months, tours can still be
seen going around campus during
the winter. On occasion, special
concessions are made in order for
a tour to continue during the harsh
winter weather.
“In my time as a tour guide,
I’ve never had a tour cancel,” senior Hailie Pelka said. “If it is cold
enough during the winter, we will
do a driving tour. But a driving
tour will only take place if we have
a small enough group. It is a regular tour except instead of walking
from building to building we drive
the prospective student and their
guests. Rain or shine or ground
blizzard, if a family requests a tour
there will be one.”
Pelka is one of 48 tour guides
that UND currently employs.
“It is one of the best jobs you
can have as college student,” Pelka
said. “Not only is it a lot of fun getting to know prospective students
but also being able to show others
the beauty and wonder of our campus.”
Students not only get a good
idea of the campus, but they can
also ask questions on anything they
want to know about UND.
“There is a lot we discuss on
the tour,” Pelka said. “Before a
family goes out on a tour they have
a meeting with an admissions representative who gives a brief overview of basically anything, whether
it be demographics, different majors UND has to offer and how
to apply. Once that is over, a tour
guide will then show the family
around campus.”
Pelka said safety on campus is
a huge topic that comes up regularly, but she enjoys talking about
her personal experiences at UND.
“As a tour guide you are a
student sharing your passion for
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CLASSIFIEDS
NOW HIRING
Now hiring Part-Time positions for Front Desk, Bellman,
PM Restaurant servers, banquet
servers, bartenders, housekeepers and cooks. Please apply in
person at the Ramada Inn, 1205
N. 43rd Street, Grand Forks,
ND 58203.
Brick & Barley is now hiring Servers, Bartenders, Cooks,
and Security positions. Flexible hours, employee discounts,
and great co-workers. Stop in to
apply. 9 N 3rd St, Downtown
Grand Forks. EOE.
O’Really’s and Level 10 are

hiring Bartenders, Servers, and
Security Personnel. Must be 21
to apply. Apply in person at 10 N
3rd St, Downtown Grand Forks.
EOE.
Youth Hockey Referees. EGF
Parks & Recreation is looking for
youth hockey referees for the upcoming season. All levels welcome
to apply. Applications can be
picked up at the Park Department
at EGF City Hall, 600 DeMers
Ave., East Grand Forks. Questions
please call (218) 773-8000.
Deeks Pizza is looking for you.
We are currently hiring FT and
PT Cooks and Drivers. Flexible
schedule, Free Pizza on the nights
you work, Competitive Pay. Ap-

ply by visiting the store at 512 N
Washington St or go to workfordeeks.com
Community Violence Intervention Center. Part time female
residential shelter staff. Responsibilities include overnight coverage assisting clients in a shelter
for victims of domestic violence,
rotating evening, weekend and
holiday shifts. Pro-rated benefits
included. High school diploma/
GED required. Related experience preferred. Closing date is
Monday, November 10, 2014
or until filled. See our website at
www.cviconline.org or contact
Jamie at jamie@cviconline.org
or 746-0405. EOE
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UND in hopes to ignite the same
passionate spirit in prospective students,” Pelka said.
In 2013 there were a total of
4,279 tours throughout the year.
“We’re in need of more tour
guides,” said Suzanne Shole, Assistant Director in the Office of Admissions. Shole has been in charge
of the tour guides for the past three
years.
Katie Haines is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
katie.haines@my.und.edu
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HOW TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT
COST: $7.00 for 50 words or less per issue.
DEADLINE: Classifieds for Tuesday’s paper are due on
Friday at noon. Classifieds for Friday’s paper are due
Wednesday at noon.
FORMAT: No classified ads will be taken over the
phone. They can be dropped off at room 8 in the
basement of the Memorial Union.
PAYMENT: Payment must be paid in full with cash,
check or mailed with payment before a classified will
run. Contact the Dakota Student office at 701-7772678 with questions.
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this year, and will be giving their
newest performance Thursday at
South Middle School for Native
American Culture Night. The event
is free and goes from 5 to 7:30 p.m.,
and participants will be treated to
a traditional meal and live dancing
demonstrations by Northstar Dancers and the UND Hip Hop Crew.
Last Saturday, the crew performed a fusion dance routine in
front of an attentive crowd at the
Empire Arts Center for the Northstar Council’s annual fundraiser.
The crew will be performing the
same routine this Thursday, due to
popular demand.
“We are very much excited to

perform again,” said Bonifacio. “We
got very good feedback the first time
so we decided to do a repeat.”
The crew is no stranger to dancing for a good cause, and was one
of the features at last year’s Hip Hop
for Hope event.
“Hip Hop for Hope is basically
NDSU’s program for raising money,
and whatever money they get they
give to their charity,” said Kahn.
Last year’s charity was Who We
Are: Unseen Ministries, a nonprofit
organization that fights hunger, human trafficking and supports orphans overseas.

Brendan McCabe is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
brendan.mccabe@my.und.edu
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Women’s team looks to snap losing skid
— UND women’s hockey team prepares to host Ohio State this weekend

By Ben Novak
The Dakota Student
The UND women’s hockey
team will go into this weekend’s
homestand carrying with it its
longest streak without registering a three-point win since the
2009-10 season, when the team
lost eight games in row.
“We need everybody going
for us to do well,” UND coach
Brian Idalski said after last Friday’s loss at Bemidji. “We can’t
have a couple kids taking a day
off from the gritty, hard work. It
needs to be all the time.”
North Dakota hasn’t registered a win since Oct. 17, and its
only points in the standings were
earned in a shootout win over
Wisconsin back in late October.
The women’s hockey team

had a tough go this past weekend when it traveled to Bemidji
State, losing both of the weekend’s matchups, only registering
one goal in each of the games.
It was a disappointing series loss
for UND, dropping it to an overall record of 5-7-1 on the season.
North Dakota didn’t play bad
hockey on the weekend, but the
team’s problem as of late seems
to be finding ways to put pucks
in the net.
UND outshot Bemidji in
both matchups, outshooting the
Beavers 27-26 in Friday’s game
and 32-18 on Saturday, but was
unable to develop a strong presence in the scoring column.
“I don’t think the score is
indicative of how well we had
played, our zone-attack time
and the shots, we just need to

We can’t have a couple kids taking
a day off from the gritty, hard work.
It needs to be all the time.
Brian Idalski
UND women’s hockey coach
be grittier to win the inside and
our compete level for the whole
group just needs to be a bit better.” Idalski said.
Being able to finish on a play
seems to be a big problem for
North Dakota as of late as the
team averages only 1.3 goals-pergame over its last eight games
played.
“Couldn’t get to the inside,” Idalski said. “And we
weren’t hungry enough on the
rebounds.”
North Dakota will have an
opportunity to assess the issues
in the goals scoring category
this week during practice as it
prepares for a two-week home
stretch at Ralph Engelstad Arena.
The next two weekends will
be important for the women’s
hockey team in gaining ground
back in the WCHA standings.
With two WCHA teams
coming to town over the next
two weeks, North Dakota is sitting in a good spot to turn its
season around.
UND currently sits tied at

No. 5 with Bemidji state in the
WCHA standings. Ohio State
comes into Grand Forks locked
in at No. 4 in the standings,
ahead of North Dakota by four
points. If North Dakota is able
to earn a sweep over Ohio State,
the team would be able to make a
move passing it in the standings.
Ohio State is coming off a
tough weekend itself, having just
been swept by No. 2 nationally
ranked Minnesota, but has been
playing solid hockey as of late
coming into Grand Forks with
an overall record of 7-6-0. Before
its losses at Minnesota, Ohio
State had won four out of its last
six games played against WCHA
opponents.
With the long break in December coming around the corner, UND will look to turn its
season around against Ohio State
on Friday night at Ralph Engelstad Arena.
Ben Novak is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
benjamin.novak@my.und.edu

Johnson’s
Barn Dance

Johnson’s Barn Dance
9pm-1am

Admission $800

www.johnsonsbarn.com
2 miles North of Arthur, ND on #18
967-8912
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we work,” UND forward Jaron Nash said. “We just want
to build our fan base and keep
them coming back for the next
game.”
While the Betty may have
not been packed, the fans that
were there got to witness a
taste of what this team is striving to do this season.
There were many factors
to what led to the blowout victory for UND, the first being
solid defense.
The team held the Commets to a 30.4 percent shooting percentage, contesting
most of their shots and making it difficult when Mayville
State players entered the paint.
This was made especially evident when UND limited the
Comets to just 15 points the
entire second half.
“We just started picking
up our defense, and stuck to
what we worked on in practice and stuck to the scouting
report,” Jaron Nash said. “We
got it going, we started getting
steals.”
Another factor that led to
the ‘W’ was UND’s ability to
shift turnovers into points.
Mayville State turned over the
ball 27 times. UND turned
those 27 turnovers into 33
points, almost half of its total
score.
“We did a good job of
speeding them up and by
speeding them up,” UND
coach Brian Jones said. “I
think it forced their decision
making and we were able to
knock some balls loose and
just beat them to the loose
balls. We weren’t gambling by
any means. We were in at the
right places.”
Defense wasn’t the only
thing the team did right.
The final piece that ultimately did the Comets in was
the fact that they could not
stop UND in the paint.
Players like Jaron Nash,
who had his first career double-double, and Josiah Coleman, did not have much
trouble producing down low.
UND players totaled 30 points
in the paint, to Mayville’s 10.
Now that UND has gotten
the jitters out of playing in its
first home game, the team can
focus in on the long road trip
ahead.
The Green and White will
not see the Betty again until Dec. 19, and, in that time
span, the team will face a challenging non-conference schedule, featuring teams such as
the University of Minnesota,
and in-state rivals NDSU.
While the trip may seem
daunting, Jones and his players are doing everything they
can to prepare his players for
the road to come.
“We know what’s to come,”
Coleman said. “But every day
we’ve got to take that game
and play the hardest we can.”
Alex Stadnik is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
alex.stadnik@my.und.edu
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minutes, attempting 11 shots
and hitting five of them for 13
points.
While Strand may have hit
the go-ahead basket, three other
players hit double digit points
and were essential parts in the
team’s impressive come-frombehind win.
Junior Mia Loyd was good
for 20 points, 18 of which came
in the second half.
Sophomore Leah Szabla had
19 points, and Emily Evers added in an additional 14.
“Its all about heart for these
young women,” Brewster said.
“I challenged them at the shoot
around about this game, and
they responded. It was possesStephane Pattyn currently leads all active NCAA Division I players in games
played with 125.
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things with his mental outlook and
his mental toughness.”
This season, Pattyn is leading a
team that has an outlook surpassing last year’s outcome that ended
in last-second heartbreak, yet its
focus remains on each task at hand.
Leaders in the past each had
their styles, and Pattyn remembers
his former teammates teaching
him valuable lessons he would use
in his future.
This year, Pattyn carries much
the same traits.
“It’s just his presence,” Hakstol said. “That’s where it starts. I
think he’s well-respected in all of
the things he does on the ice and
off the ice. He has a distinct presence about him. That’s different
with every type of leader — what
exactly that is. But he has that presence.”
That presence is felt by his
teammates as they see Pattyn as a
not only a vocal leader, but a dedicated teammate who leads by example.
“He obviously goes on the ice
every day, works his butt off, does
the hard work in the corners and
stuff, and, even on top of that, can
score goals and stuff, too,” UND
junior goaltender Zane McIntyre
said. “So it’s pretty impressive. And
then just the kind of human being
he is, the kind of person he is —
how he carries himself.”
Pattyn said he doesn’t see much
change in himself, but the outcome
of the team’s battles so far this season have set an unfamiliar tone to a
team used to fighting for a chance
to fix its slow start.
While North Dakota typically
has been known as a second-half
team, its pair of losses this season
have established a 8-2-1 record
that has garnered a No. 2 spot in
national rankings.
The team will travel to St.
Cloud State this weekend, looking to avenge its three losses to the
Huskies last season.
It won’t be skating on its famil-

I had chills down my back.
It was a very overwhelming feeling.
Stephane Pattyn
UND men’s hockey captain
iar ice in Grand Forks, but the level
of support from the community
will still be evident.
“It’s unbelievable,” Pattyn said.
“On the road, we have so many
fans supporting us everywhere we
go and it’s just something no other
team in the country can relate to,
which is something really special.”
What Pattyn holds as his first
memory in front of thousands of

fans at Ralph Engelstad Arena in
2011 is still clear.
“The Manitoba game,” Pattyn
said. “When they said the ‘Sioux’
at the end of the national anthem,
I had such chills down my back. It
was a very overwhelming feeling.”
Elizabeth Erickson is the sports
editor of The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
elizabeth.e.erickson@my.und.edu

arn a little extra money
for spring break.
Ralph Engelstad Arena has parttime job openings for concession
workers during special events and
UND men’s hockey games.
For more information visit
theralph.com/employment

sion by possession. I thought
that it was truly a group effort. I
thought people responded. Mia
Loyd got herself going, kind of
went back and got herself back
to the game she played last year.”
UND doesn’t have much
time to celebrate this victory as
it will travel to Townson University to play a pair of games
this Friday and Saturday as part
of the consolation round of the
Preseason WNIT.
UND will face St. Francis
Brooklyn on Friday. Depending
on the outcome of it own game,
North Dakota will either face
Townson or Rider on Saturday.

Kyle Beaucham is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
kyle.beauchamp@my.und.edu
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UND defeats Comets Pattyn skates in
— Men’s basketball team clinches 76-39 victory last Tuesday

senior season

— Senior captain leads by example

By Elizabeth Erickson
The Dakota Student

NICK NELSON

| THEDAKOTASTUDENT

UND sophomore Quinton Hooker jumps to score last Tuesday against Mayville State
at the Betty Engelstad Sioux Center.

By Alex Stadnik
The Dakota Student
It may have been close start
to UND’s Tuesday game agaisnt
Mayville State, to open the
game, but the Green and White

made sure it did not stay that
way.
In what was the only game
played in the Betty Engelstad
Sioux Center in November, the
UND basketball team took it to
our neighbors to the south, May-

ville State, routing the Comets
76-39.
“We always want to come
out and put on a show for the
crowd, and show them how hard
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He was barely walking, but
his skates were laced, and he
was on the ice by age 2.
At least, that’s what Stephane Pattyn was told.
“I can’t really remember being a kid,” Pattyn said with a
laugh.
But his years in a North
Dakota jersey are hard to forget.
Now in his senior season
with the UND men’s hockey
team, Pattyn serves as the captain for a team that has been
though slow starts that ended
up on the familiar road to the
Frozen Four, a bus ride home
from an outdoor game that was
stopped in its tracks in a snowstorm and evenings at Ralph
Engelstad Arena spent in front
of sellout crowds and loyal fans.
“I think coming in freshman year, I was kind of in awe,”
Pattyn said. “It’s hard to explain. It was a dream come true
more than anything. And now
I’m kind of just living it out because these past four years have
flown by.”
The Ste. Anne, Manitoba
native joined North Dakota’s
program during the 2011-12
season and never missed a game
in his freshman year.
Pattyn scored his first career
goal on Jan. 27, 2012 against
Wisconsin. There was 1:54

left in the third period, and his
game-winner helped UND defeat Wisconsin 5-3 that night
— on his 21st birthday.
Pattyn has only missed one
game throughout his collegiate career, and leads all active
NCAA Division I players with
125 games played.
That doesn’t mean he is
without setbacks.
“I haven’t been healthy in
three years,” Pattyn said. “I’m
not one to take a game off if I
have a little nagging injury or
something, so it’s kind of just
been something I’ve battled
through or prepared my body
for.”
The battles he fights might
not be visible to the fans, but
his consistency in leading by
example remains one of his
greatest strengths.
“To play through some of
the things he’s plays through
takes mental toughness,” UND
coach Dave Hakstol said. “Everyone eludes to the physical
toughness — that’s the obvious
one.
“It’s not just a badge of honor to be in the lineup. If you’re
in the lineup, you’re expected
to go out and do a job and do
it at a high level, whether you’re
at 100 percent healthy or not.
And I think that’s one element
that Steph certainly has within
his makeup. He can rise above
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Late rally fights off Panthers in home opener
— UND women’s basketball team secures 83-76 victory over Milwaukee on its home court

By Kyle Beauchamp
The Dakota Student
Home opener curses are a
thing of the past for the UND
women’s basketball team.
A strong second half led
UND to a victory over Milwaukee on Tuesday night. It is the
second year in a row that UND
has won its opening game.
Milwaukee took a 50-32
lead into half. But after that, the
crowd’s discouragement would
soon be put away.
The second half opened up
the floodgates for UND, which

&

scores
schedules

whittled Milwaukee’s lead down
to 10 in the first five minutes of
the second half.
UND finally broke ahead after freshman Bailey Strand hit a
three-point shot eight minutes
into the half, signaling an eruption from the crowd.
“I thought that was a momentum swing right there,”
UND coach Travis Brewster
said. “I thought the group did
a great job of playing defensive
possessions. We switched out on
defensive side, and we started to
lock them down and Bailey hit
that key three to finally put us

WHKY, Nov. 21
vs. Ohio State
Ralph Engelstad
Arena

ahead.”
UND scored 51 points in
its comeback bid, winning the
game 83-76.
Strand has had a promising
start to her season, seeing a rise
in minutes played in every game
through the preseason and into
the regular season.
On Saturday against Colorado, she played four minutes,
attempting three shots and getting one. Her hard work paid
off Tuesday, as she saw her time
played quadrupled, playing 16
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MHKY, Nov. 21
vs. St. Cloud State
St. Cloud, Minn.

NICK NELSON
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UND senior Emily Evers dribbles the ball last Tuesday
at the Betty Engelstad Sioux Center.

WBB, Nov. 22
vs. Towner/Rider
Towner, Md.

FB, Nov. 22
vs. Northern Colo.
Greely, Colo.

